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Abstract We presented an attempt to modulate the
electrical property of tellurium nanowires (TeNWs)
via a surface charge transfer doping method. The
TeNWs with length of several tens of micrometers and
diameters of 20–50 nm were prepared by a simple
hydrothermal method at 160 °C for 20 h. Highresolution transmission electron microscope image
combined with selected area electron diffraction
pattern shows the single-crystal nature and a growth
direction along [001]. Electrical analysis of the
individual TeNW-based field effect transistor before
and after surface coating reveals that MoO3 and CuPc
thin layer coating can greatly enhance both electrical
conductivities and hole concentrations. Such a surface
hole injection effect, according to the band energy

alignment, can be attributed to the huge differences in
work functions between TeNW and MoO3/CuPc.
Furthermore, the influence of the deposited layer on
carrier mobility is strikingly different, which is
believed to be due to the discrepancy in surface
scattering upon surface coating. The results from this
study provide an effective alternative for doping other
semiconductor nanostructures.
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One-dimensional (1-D) nanoscaled semiconductor
materials, such as nanotubes, nanowires, and nanoribbons, have attracted great research interest due to their
high crystallinity, huge surface-to-volume ratio,
enhanced electrical and optical properties relative to
their thin film, and bulk counterparts (Hochbaum and
Yang 2010; Huang et al. 2001a, b; Luo et al. 2009; Wu
et al. 2011). A variety of methods have been reported
thus far to synthesize 1-D nanostructures from
elements to compounds, in an effort to develop novel
and high-performance electronic and optoelectronic
nanodevices including field effect transistors (FETs),
biological and chemical sensors, visible or UV light
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photodetectors, and solar cells (Morales and Lieber
1998; Xia et al. 2003). 1-D semiconductor nanostructures are considered the most promising candidate of
building blocks for constructing powerful electronic
devices.
Tellurium in trigonal phase is a typical p-type
narrow gap elementary semiconductor, with a direct
band gap of 0.35 eV at room temperature (Kudrjavcev
1974). Single-crystalline nanostructured tellurium,
especially in 1-D form, has garnered extensive attention lately because of their promising potential for
constructing high-performance optoelectronic devices
such as visible light photodetectors (Liu et al. 2009)
and nano FET (Liang and Qian 2009). To date, various
methods have been developed to prepare 1-D tellurium nanostructures. Xia et al. have reported the
fabrication of 1-D nanostructure of t-Te via a solution
phase procedure (Mayers and Xia 2002). Gautam’s
group developed a hydrothermal route to prepare
Y-junction NWs in the presence of a strong reducing
reagent, NaBH4 (Gautam and Rao 2004). Furthermore, alginic acid, a straight-chain polyuronic acid
made of monosaccharide unites, was utilized for the
synthesis of tellurium nanowires (TeNWs) (Lu et al.
2005). Despite these considerable efforts on the
growth, a study on TeNW-based device (e.g. light
emitting diode—LED) has rarely been initiated. This
difficulty is partially associated with the failure to
effectively modulate the electrical property of TeNWs. It is well known that the operation of semiconductor-based electronic devices mainly relies on the
density of free charge carriers available in the
semiconductor (Huang et al. 2001a, b; Gillessen and
Schairer 1987). In most cases, doping is achieved by
directly incorporating impurity atoms into the host
lattice at high temperature (He et al. 2009), which is
practical and widely adopted in semiconductor industry (Bjork et al. 2009; Lu and Lieber 2002; Sze and Ng
2007). However, when comes to tailoring the electrical property of tellurium at nanoscale level, this
traditional doping technique is out of place, in that
TeNWs are extremely unstable at high temperature
(Lan et al. 2007). In this study, we present a novel
surface charge transfer doping approach, via which the
electrical property of TeNWs can be tuned by surface
engineering. It was found that when a thin layer of
MoO3 or CuPc was deposited onto the TeNWs
surface, both conductivity and hole concentration
of the TeNWs increase considerably. The reason
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accounting for this charge transfer at the interface was
elucidated at last.

Experiment
Synthesis and structural characterization
of TeNWs
The TeNWs were grown through a modified hydrothermal method (Qian et al. 2006a, b). Briefly,
0.5 mmol sodium telluride (Na2TeO3, Sigma-Aldrich
Co., analytical grade) was dissolved in 25 ml of
deionized water, then 1 mmol sodium thiosulphate
(Na2S2O3, Sigma-Aldrich Co., analytical grade) was
added into the solution. After being vigorously stirred
for 30 min, the mixed solution was transferred to a
Teflon-lined autoclave with a capacity of 30 ml and
heated up to 160 °C for 20 h, then allowed to cool to
ambient temperature. The silver colored wool-like
product was collected and washed for several times
with distilled water and absolute ethanol. The morphology, crystal structure, and chemical composition
of TeNWs were characterized by X-ray diffraction
(XRD), scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Philips
XL 30 FEG) attached with a energy-dispersive
X-ray spectroscopy (EDS), transmission electron
microcopy (TEM, CM 20, operated at 200 kV), and
high-resolution transmission electron microscopy
(HRTEM, CM 200 FEG, operated at 200 kV). X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis was performed on a VG ESCALAB 3 spectrometer, using a
monochromatic Al Ka source (1486.6 eV) at a base
pressure of less than 10-9 Torr. Ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy (UPS) measurements with a
total instrumental energy resolution of 90 meV was
performed to characterize the energy level of pure
TeNWs.
Device fabrication and analysis
The construction of TeNWs-based FET follows a
standard process including nanowires dispersion,
patterning by photolithography, electrode film deposition by electron-beam evaporator, and finally lift-off
(Luo et al. 2012; Patolsky et al. 2006). Briefly, the assynthesized TeNWs was firstly immersed into an
absolute alcohol solution via ultrasonication. The
resultant NW suspension was then spread onto a
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thermally oxidized p?-Si substrate (SiO2: 500 nm) by
a micropipette (note that each dispersion consumes
*100 ll in average). To maximum the number of
individual TeNW-based FET devices, the ratio of
TeNWs/alcohol was optimized. It is found that the
suspension containing 2 mg TeNWs and 15 ml alcohol will lead to most desired TeNWs density on the
substrate. After evaporation of the solvent, shadow
mask and electron-beam evaporator were utilized to
define both source and drain electrodes. Metal deposition was carried out in an ultrahigh-vacuum electronbeam evaporator at a base pressure of 5 9 10-8 Torr.
After the fabrication of TeNW-FETs, MoO3 and CuPc
were directly deposited on the device in a thermal
evaporator (Edwards, Auto 306). Note that both
evaporators mentioned here were equipped with a
thickness monitor to control the thickness accurately.
The electrical analysis of the TeNW-FETs was
performed on a semiconductor I–V characterization
system (4200-SCS, Keithley Company) with picoampere sensitivity.

Results and discussion
After synthesis, the crystallinity and purity (phase and
composition) of the product was firstly studied by
XRD. Figure 1a shows a typical X-ray powder
diffraction pattern of the sample obtained. Very
clearly, all peaks can be readily indexed to hexagonal
phase of tellurium (t-Te), with calculated lattice
parameter of a = 4.46 Å, c = 5.92 Å, in good agreement with the standard date (JCPDF Card number:
36-1452) (Wang et al. 2007). The SEM image at low
magnification shown in Fig. 1b indicates that the
product is largely composed of wire-like fibers, and no
obvious impurity and contaminant are visualized. The
fibers are up to several tens of micrometers in length.
The yield of these TeNW product was more than
90 %. Figure 1c shows a TEM image of two TeNWs
with diameters of *20 and 50 nm. Corresponding
EDX analysis of these NWs shows the presence of
only tellurium element (the copper signal can be
attributed to Cu TEM grid). HRTEM was carried out
to unveil the growth direction of the TeNWs, as shown
in Fig. 1d, the fringe spacing of the crystal plane
perpendicular to the length of the TeNWs is 0.592 nm,
corresponding to (001) planes of trigonal Te. Corresponding SAED pattern in the bottom inset of Fig. 1d
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confirms the single-crystal nature and [001] orientation of the TeNWs (Qian et al. 2006a, b). This growth
direction is in fact consistent with the inherent helical
chain of t-Te (Xie et al. 2006).
In order to study the transport properties of the asprepared TeNWs and further extensively investigate
the charge doping effect via surface coating, formation
of good contact (Ohmic contact) between the TeNWs
and electrode metal is a necessity. To this end, we tried
many metals such as Ti, Ti/Au, Pt, and Au, and
concluded that gold is the most appropriate material to
minimize the contact resistance. As displayed in
Fig. 2a, a long TeNW was connected by four parallel
Au electrodes spaced about 2 lm apart. The contact
resistance between the semiconductor and metal (Rcon)
and the NW resistance were estimated using the
bc
formula of Rbc = Rbc
nw ? 2Rcon ? 2Rele, where Rnw
bc
and R are the resistance measured by four- and twoprobe measurements, respectively, and Rele is the
resistance of electrode metal, which can be neglected
in our case. The resistance Rbc
nw (between b and c, red
line) is calculated to be about 0.7308 X by fitting the
linear part near the 0 V. Additionally, the contact
resistance is about 1.78 9 10-3 X, which is about
0.24 % that of the TeNW resistance. In this connection, two-probe configuration was employed in the
following study.
To compare the electrical characteristics of these
TeNWs before and after surface deposition, individual
TeNW-FETs were fabricated. The insetting diagram
in Fig. 3a shows a typical TeNW-FET configuration
after surface coating. The gate voltage was applied to
the p-type silicon substrate in a global back gate
configuration. Figure 3a plots the I–V measurement of
pure MoO3 thin film, pure TeNW, and TeNW covered
with MoO3. Apparently, after the deposition of the
MoO3 layer, the resistance of the TeNW decrease
considerably from 5.0 9 105 to 2.6 9 105 X. Without
question, such an increase in conductivity cannot be
ascribed to contribution from deposited thin layer in
that the resistance of pure MoO3 layer is approximately 1010 X, virtually being electrically insulating.
As we will discuss later, the surface charge transfer at
the MoO3 and TeNW interface is responsible for the
decrease in resistance. In this study, we measured 10
TeNWs in total and the majority of the NWs exhibited increased conductance after surface engineering
(cf. Fig. 3b). In addition to MoO3, CuPc coating can
also reduce resistance of TeNW. As shown in Fig. 3c,
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Fig. 1 a XRD pattern of the
as-prepared TeNWs. b A
typical SEM image of the
TeNWs at low
magnification. c A typical
TEM image of the TeNWs,
the bottom inset is the
corresponding EDS
spectrum. d HRTEM image
of an individual TeNW, the
bottom inset is the
corresponding SAED
pattern

Fig. 2 a SEM image of the TeNW connected by four parallel Au electrodes, the four parallel electrodes are marked as a, b, c, d from up
to down. b I–V curves from two- and four-probe measurements

the resistance was found to decrease by nearly 15
times after the CuPc coverage.
Figure 4a shows Ids vs. Vds curves of a typical FET
fabricated from a single-naked TeNW at different gate
voltages. It was found that when Vg increases (or
decreases), the conductance of the TeNW decreases
(or increases) accordingly. Such gate-dependent
Ids–Vds characteristics signify the p-type conductivity
of TeNW. Figure 4b shows the typical transfer
characteristics, namely Ids vs. Vgs curves at a constant
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Vds of -0.06 V. By deducing from the linearly
extrapolated value at the Vg axis, a threshold voltage
(VT) of -30 V is obtained. Assuming a cylinder on an
infinite plate model for the TeNW-FET, the channel
capacitance of the back gate was estimated to be
0.34 fF using the relation of C ¼ 2pe0 er L=lnð4h=dÞ,
where e0 and er is the vacuum permittivity (8.85 9
10-14 F cm-1) and effective dielectric constant of
SiO2 (3.9), respectively, h (300 nm) the thickness
of the dielectric layer, L (5 9 10-4 cm) the channel
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Fig. 3 a I–V curve of the
MoO3, pure TeNW, and
TeNW with MoO3 coating,
inset in (a) shows schematic
illustration of TeNW-FET
with MoO3 layer. c I–
V curve of the CuPc, pure
TeNW, and TeNW with
CuPc coverage. Histograms
for I/I0 with MoO3 (b) and
CuPc (d) coverage, I/I0 is
defined as the current ratio
of TeNW after surface
coating to pure TeNW

Fig. 4 Electrical
characteristics of TeNWFET device: typical Ids vs.
Vds curves at different Vgs
without MoO3 (a) and with
MoO3 coating (c), the inset
in (a) shows a typical SEM
image of a FET device after
MoO3 coating. Ids–Vgs
recorded at Vds = -0.06 V
without MoO3 (b) and with
MoO3 coating (d), Ids is
shown in both linear (left)
and logarithmic (right) plots

length, and d (5 9 10-6 cm) the radius of the TeNW.
The hole mobility (lh) can be calculated to be
685 cm2/Vs in the linear operation region using the

equation lh ¼ gm L2 CVds , where gm is given by


gm ¼ dIds dVgs , which is about 55.87 nS by fitting the
linear part of the curve, and Vds (-0.06 V) is the
source drain voltage. Such a mobility is about 2–3
times that of TeNW-based FET (Tao et al. 2003).
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Fig. 5 Electrical
characteristics of TeNWFET device: typical Ids vs.
Vds curves at different Vgs
without CuPc (a) and with
CuPc coating (c), the inset in
(a) shows a typical SEM
image of a FET device after
CuPc coating, and the
bottom inset in (c) shows the
molecular structure of CuPc.
Ids–Vgs recorded at Vds =
-0.06 V without CuPc
(b) and with CuPc coating
(d), Ids is shown in both
linear (left) and logarithmic
(right) plots

Additionally, the hole concentration is determined to
be 4.26 9 1017 cm-3 from the formula of q ¼ 1=nh qlh .
Significantly, upon deposition of MoO3 layer with
thickness around 30 nm, a striking change in electrical
property of TeNW-FET was observed. Figure 4c and
d plots the Ids–Vds curves at different Vg and the
transfer characteristics at Vds = -0.06 V, respectively. The carrier mobility is determined to be
155 cm2/Vs, slightly lower than that of pure TeNWFET. What is more, the calculated hole concentration
is 3.32 9 1018 cm-3, nearly one order of magnitude
larger than that of pure TeNW-FET.
Similar doping effect was observed on CuPc thin
film as well. Figure 5 compares the transport properties of another TeNWs at different conditions. Clearly,
prior to CuPc coating, the TeNW exhibits a p-type
electrical conduction, with a hole mobility of 172
cm2/Vs and hole concentration of 7.58 9 1016 cm-3,
respectively. But, deposition of a layer of 30 nm thick

CuPc can lead to a pronounced increase in hole
concentration (4.27 9 1017 cm-3). Meanwhile, the
carrier mobility increases a little bit to 231 cm2/Vs,
which is different from that with MoO3 coating. The
change of carrier mobility, hole concentration, threshold voltage, and on/off ratio of the TeNW-FET device
before and after surface coating was summarized in
Table 1.
Though both MoO3 and CuPc thin film deposition
can improve the hole concentration and electrical
conduction of the TeNWs, nevertheless it is worth
noting that their influences on the carrier mobility are
opposite. This discrepancy is probably associated with
the surface scattering effect, as a result of surface
passivation or termination. Previously, it has been
observed on silicon NWs that due to the huge surfaceto-volume ratio, the surface defect including surface
dangling bond, surface absorbents species can influence the transport properties. Generally, the stronger

Table 1 Comparison of carrier mobility, hole concentration, threshold voltage, and on/off ratio of TeNW without and with the
coverage of MoO3 and CuPc layer
Carrier mobility
(cm2/Vs)

Hole concentration (cm-3)

Threshold voltage (V)

On/off ratio

TeNW/MoO3@TeNW

685/155

4.26 9 1017/3.32 9 1018

-30/-25

500/3

TeNW/CuPc@TeNW

172/231

7.58 9 1016/4.27 9 1017

-15/-15

1000/1000
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Fig. 6 a XPS spectra of
Te3d peaks for pure TeNWs,
TeNWs coated with 10 nm
MoO3 layer, and TeNWs
coated with 10 nm CuPc
layer. b Hole concentration
vs. the thickness of the
MoO3/CuPc layer

the surface scattering effect of surface defects on
carriers, the lower the carrier mobility would be
(Schmidt et al. 2009). In light of this, the MoO3
deposition induced decrease in hole mobility can be
ascribed to the increase in surface scattering after
surface coating, whereas for CuPc, the increased
mobility can be, in contrast, attributed to decrease in
surface scattering when CuPc layer was coated. The
exact reason for this phenomenon is still unknown to
us and need further investigation.
The enhancement of hole concentration was further
verified by interface charge transfer between TeNW

and MoO3/CuPc by XPS analysis. As shown in
Fig. 6a, the XPS spectrum of pure TeNWs shows a
Te3d peak at 573.218 eV. After surface deposition of
MoO3 and CuPc, the binding energy shifts to 572.892
and 572.660 eV, respectively. These shifts to lower
binding energy indicate an upward band bending at the
TeNW surface region, which was induced by hole
accumulation at TeNW to balance the negatively
charged molecules (Qi et al. 2007; Yuan et al. 2010).
The weakened signal after surface coating is understandable considering the fact that the thickness of
deposited layer is larger than the effective analysis

Fig. 7 a UPS spectrum of
TeNWs. b Electronic
structures diagram of the
TeNW and MoO3/CuPc.
c Schematic illustration of
the electron injection from
TeNW to MoO3
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depth of the instrument, which is normally 5–10 nm.
To further study the controllability of this surface
doping method, the hole concentration evolution as a
function of layer thickness was carried out. The black
line in Fig. 6b depicted the hole concentration corresponding to increasing thickness of MoO3 layer. When
10 nm thick MoO3 was coated, the hole increase from
5.37 9 1016 to 3.21 9 1017. As the thickness further
increases to 20, 30, 40, 50, and 60 nm, the hole concentration increases to 4.83 9 1017, 5.65 9 1017,
6.86 9 1017, 7.59 9 1017, and 7.98 9 1017 cm-3,
respectively. Similar hole concentration dependence
on CuPc was observed as well. Nevertheless, when the
thickness reached 60 nm (MoO3) or 40 nm (CuPc),
the hole concentration reached a constant, independent
of further increase of the dopant layer. This saturation
in hole concentration suggests that only the dopant
layer near the TeNW interface contribute to the charge
transfer.
To elucidate the physical origin of hole concentration enhancement by MoO3/CuPc thin layer deposition, we compared the energy level diagram of the
TeNW and MoO3/CuPc. The UPS spectra of pure
TeNWs were shown in Fig. 7a, from which, two cutoff
values (X1 = 7.41 eV and X2 = 26.01 eV) at lowand high-binding energy were derived. Based on these
two values, the ionization potential (IP) and fermi
level (Ø) are estimated to be 2.29 and 2.56 eV,
respectively. Figure 7b aligns the energy levels of
both TeNW/MoO3 and TeNW/CuPc interfaces. The
lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) value of
-6.7/-3.4 eV and highest occupied molecular orbital
(HOMO) value of -9.7/-5.2 eV of MoO3/CuPc are
lower than that of TeNWs (Kröger et al. 2009; Ng et al.
2009). This feature suggests that the Fermi level of
TeNWs is higher than that of MoO3 and CuPc, thus it
facilitates the spontaneous electron transfer from
TeNW to MoO3/CuPc.

Conclusion
In summary, we reported on the surface transfer p-type
doping of TeNWs via thin layer deposition. The single
[001] oriented TeNWs were synthesized by a simple
hydrothermal method. Electrical property analysis
shows that both electrical conductance and hole
concentration are prominently enhanced after MoO3/
CuPc coating. Such a remarkable surface doping effect
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is due to the surface charge transfer, as a result of the
huge difference of work functions between TeNW and
MoO3/CuPc. These results suggest that surface charge
transfer doping is an effective method to modulate the
electrical property of TeNWs.
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